
Special Features - 5630 Inwood Drive 
 
One of a kind Home designed by renowned Houston Architect, Robert Dame 
 
Custom Builder Roger Stanke, (only builds high-end homes) 
 
Desirable Location with dead end street, no traffic still convenient to everything 
 
Various fruit trees, and Raised Garden. 
 
Deep Outdoor Saltwater Pool with Heater and 3 Water Bubblers adjustable water height 
 Separate Entrance to Pool Bath with Shower  
    
Loggia Summer Kitchen with grill and 2 burners. Loggia has custom made Working Shutters and 
 fireplace for cold weather. 
 
3 Car oversized garage with Extra wide double door (32 ft wide x 25 ft deep), air-conditioned 
 and heated.  2 Walls with Custom Cabinets, drawers, a large work bench, and separate 
 stereo system. Great Man Cave 
 
Motor Court has additional parking area, (able to park 3 cars in driveway and still enter or exit 
 through extra-large garage door. Garage also as entrance to pool bath  
 
Hurricane Resistant including Generator with transfer system 
 
Energy Efficiency and Strength Construction - outside walls are 2 x 6 with blown in insulation, 
 covered with plywood then Tyvik taped and sealed, covered with a Radiant Barrier, 
 behind the brick and stone. 
 
Hickory Hardwood Floors throughout. 
 
Built-in Vacuum System with hoses and attachments. Removes all dust from house to garage  
 and vents behind garage 
 
Library with Mahogany Cabinets ceiling to floor, covering 2 walls, (Hidden TV cabinet and 
Computer Desk with 4 file drawers.) 
 
2 Way Fireplace between Library and Family Room 
 
Downstairs Luxurious Master Suite including 2 separate Master size closets, with custom made 
 Luggage cabinets, shelves and drawers. 
 
Two separate Sub-Zero Refrigerators with 4 freezer drawers. 
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Separate Ice-Maker, Warming Drawer, and Wine Cooler (holds about 70 bottles) 
 
Security Designed Windows in front doors.  
 
Two Schonbek Chandeliers with certification (identifies type of crystal and reference 
  product number. 
 
Elevator to second and third floor.  Third floor is an Extra Bonus Room 546 Sq Ft.  
 
Nanny Quarters or In-law Suite with separate entrance and security 804 Sq Ft. 
 
Mosquito System 
 
Porte-Chere with wooden ceiling 
 
Master Bedroom has outlet electricity for 2 scone light fixtures next to bed , currently the wall 
 board covers these outlets.   The exact location has been measured. 
  
Kitchen and Bathroom Bottom Cabinets have sliding drawers (easy to reach low things) and 
 Some Cabinets have electrical outlets ( hiding the cords) 
 
Home or property has never flooded 
 
 


